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Red Medic is a special formulation of reducing agents
designed to remove Kool-Aid® and fruit drink stains from
carpet fabrics. Excellent for the removal of stains caused by
strongly-colored natural disperse dyes, such as those found
in food and beverages.

� Broad Spectrum Stain Remover - Surpasses the
effectiveness of conventional spotters removing such
tenacious stains as Kool-Aid

®
, grape juice, egg shell

dyes, food dyes, wines, ink, and even iodine. Also
effective on stains caused by the transfer of fugitive dyes
common with upholstered fabrics.

� Easy-To-Use - Simply apply a generous amount of the
solution to the stain. Apply a white terry cloth towel
dampened with water and steam with a non-Teflon iron.
Hold iron 2 to 3 inches off towel while steaming.

� Soap Free Formula - Leaves no shampoo residue to
attract soil, preventing further staining problems.

� Quick Action - Removes stains by the heat transfer
method. Steam energizes the special solvents and
emulsifiers in Red Medic allowing it to penetrate, lubri-
cate and unlock the stain from the carpet or fabric fiber.

� Safe - Safe for use on all colorfast carpet and most
upholstery fibers without fear of discoloring or damaging.
(Note: Before using on any carpet or upholstery fiber,
always test in an inconspicuous spot for color fastness).

� Convenient Packaging - Available in cases of 12
quarts and 4 gallons.

Appearance ..................... Clear, colorless, water-thin liquid
Fragrance ................................................................... None
pH Concentrate .............................................. 10.0 +/- 0.50
pH (1% dilution) .................................................. 8.0 +/- 9.0
Solubility .................................. Completely soluble in water
Specific Gravity ............................................................ 1.00
Flammability ............................................................... None
Biodegradability .................................................. Complete
Viscosity .................................................... <10 Centistokes
Freeze Thaw Stability ........................... Protect from freezing
Shelf Life .......................................... Guaranteed one year
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